
IP COUNSEL

Perstorp are a Swedish, global family of scientists, engineers and business professionals with a track
record of more than 140 years in pursuing sustainable progress. They firmly believe that every
individual, every action, every product, every little thing their team do can change things. This is what
makes Perstorp one of the world's leading speciality chemicals innovators. 

WORLD-LEADING SPECIALITY CHEMICAL INNOVATORS

Perstorp are now in a position to welcome a new Patent Attorney to their IP team. With a background
in Chemistry - ideally organic/synthetic chemistry - your role will be vital because at Perstorp,
innovation really matters. Consequently, this position offers the unique opportunity to be part of a
small team where you can make a significant impact on a global scale. You may be located near to a
variety of Perstorp's locations in: Sweden, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, Italy or the UK. Regardless
of the number of years experience you hold, Perstorp are looking for a Patent Attorney who
demonstrates passion and determination for science and IP. If you are ready to explore this
opportunity further, then Perstorp look forward to hearing from you!

JOIN THE PERSTORP TEAM

EUROPE / REMOTE

For more information or to apply, please contact MWA 
Call +44 113 3910862 or email Kieron Wright, Director: kieron@mwaip.com  or, Sophie Caygill, Search Associate: sophie@mwaip.com

You will find Perstorp in everything - from your car and mobile phone, to the wind farm and the local
dairy farm. Simply put, Perstorp work to make good products even better, with a clear sustainable
agenda. They are now utilising their link to an array of product areas to assist value chain and other
companies in providing sustainable solutions. They are on a mission to help industries and products
everywhere to become more sustainable. 

A COMPANY WHO REALLY CARE


